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ABSTRACT

Average mutual information is studied for nonGaussian

measures of two types: spherically invariant and Gaussian

mixtures (a generalization of spherically-invariant).

A complete answer is obtained for finite mixtures. These

results are applicable to communication channels perturbed

by nonGaussian noise processes described by these measures.
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On awerage mmtua Infomation for spherkafly hvaant

measures and some other mixtue of Gaussi n masures

1. btroductlon

The actual transmission capacity of a given channel is a parameter of ba-

sic importance in any communication system since it limits the rate at which

informztion can be transmitted reliably. There has thus been an effort which

started with Shannon (1948) to compute the capacity of transmission for dif-

ferent channel and transmission Models. In the case of a continuou channel,

most results have been obtained for a Gaussian noise (Baker (1978); Hitsuda

and Ihara (1978); Kadota, Zakai and Ziv (1971)). Some attempts to steer away

from the Gaussian case have also been made (Gualtierotti (1980)) and these

S indicate that new methods may be required. Indeed, in the Gaussian cas,

moot quantities of interest can be explicitely obtained, whereas these com-

putations are almost always impossible in other instances. Furthermore the

computation of mutual infbrmation requires that the joint law of the message

and the received signal be absolutely continuous with respect to the product of

the marginals and that the Radon-Nikodym derivative be computed : though

the Gaussian case is well known (Baker (1973)), this knowledge is again un-

available for most other models.

Spherically invariant distributions, when the mean is zero, are mixtures of

Gaussian ones aud through mixing a number of well known distributions can

be obtained, such as the double exponential and the Student distributions

(Keilson and Steutel, (1974)). There is also some evidence that some real life

noises can be described through spherically invariant probabilities, particu-

.a lrly in underwater acoustics. It is thus natural to investigate the problems

of absolute continuity, of calculation of mutual information and channel ca-

pacity for spherically invariant noises and mixtures of Gaussian probabilities.

• 1



This is the subject of the present paper. Spherically invariant distributions

wre abbreviated as SIM's ' and Gaussian mixtures as GMM's 0. We start

by studying admissible translates of SIM's and GMM's for two reasons : the

first is to assess the difference betwen the two cases and the second is that the

computation of channel capacity can in certain caes be achieved by a reduc-

tion to a family of translates (Baker (1979)). The conclusion is that admissible

translates for GMM's are harder to come by than for SM's : the mean of the

Gaussian measure being mixed must belong to the rang. of the square root of

its covariance operator. We then consider the equivalence problem for certain

Gaussian measures when one of these is a product of marginals : they arise

when one studies the equivalence problem for joint SIM's and GMM's with

respect to the product of their marginals. It turns out that joint measures and

products of marginal. are most often orthogonal, so that one is lead to be-

lieve that joint SIM's and GMM's must be orthogonal to the product of their

marginals. This is indeed the case when the mixing function is smooth. So one

is left with the problem of finding an 'explanation' for this orthogonality. By

restricting attention to a finite mixture, one can find a formula for the aver-

age mutual information : it is given by the average mutual information of the

Gaussian measure being mixed to which the entropy of the mixing function is

added. The latter can be made as large as one wishes by having the discrete

mixing distribution approach a continuous one. The framework within which

the problem is addressed may be found in Baker (1978).

2
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2. Notatl=, dentlou and usgM rest

t2.1.

HI and H2 are real and separable Hilbert spaces with respective inner

products < hI, >1 and < i, hi >. H is Hx H and haselements

&=f (hl , A2). The inner product

< 1,g3>= < 1 1 + <h, >

makes H into a real and separable Hilbert space. The Borel sets of H, H1 , H 2

are connected by the equality

81H] -- B[HIJ 0 8H2].

(Partharasarathy (1967): p.6, Theorem 1.10.).

Let pl and P2 be the projections of H with respective ranges HI x {02} and

{01} x H2, Jl and J2 be the maps J1 (hl, h2 ) - hI and J(h', h2 ) - 2 .

From 'first principles' one has :

4h1 = (,& , #.), j 2 = (61, h2),

JiJr*=d,1 , J3 Juidgr, Jjni J'p2,

gJ14=0, J2g*=o, and pl+p2midnH.

Let P be a probability measure on B[H]. P 1 =POJ. ' and p 2 _ poJV

we the marginal@ of P, defined on D(HIJ and (Hg] respectively, and PO

stands for P1 ® P 2 .

3
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2..

Let K be a real and separable HEibert space. A Gmussian probability measure

Q, defined on 3[IKA, is denoted Q NK (MQ, gR).

For P . NH(rp, Rp) write:

RjPinjiRpJi, ROPrnJ2 RP, 4zpO=iRppi+P3Rppz.

Then (Baker (1973) p.280 : Proposition 2) :

P' -. NH, (mp, Rqp), P*- NH(Ap, 1p09

and R{(Rp) 1 / 2 ) C (FRpO) where R(T) denotes the range of the operator

T. Furthermore, Ap E R{(Rp)1/2} implies

(amp, fi4) e it(~/ a 2:0, 0 2:0, and Alp rz6t

if and only if m, 4E Rt({(RjI)1I'}) and 42 E Rt({(Rp2)'/ 2 )). Indeed,

1(~ 24) j>1< (.0 +,T)2 < 4, &1 >2 + <4 m 2 j&2

and <up, A >2 < C. < RpT X > (Baker (1970) : p.5, Corollary 2,e)). So,

choosing for 9 the element JI 1 for example, one has

< ,,,.9 hi >2< C. < 4149 i,' >, .

Fily, < 11g, 4 > = < Rphl, hl >1 + < Rh 2,I h2 >2 (Baker (1973),

p.280). Thus:

(4 mp , vj2)', >25 C O +71)2 < R , ,

4
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which is enough to prove the first claim (Baker (1970) : p.6, Corollary 2,e).

The second is proved similarly. For example,

A P, k >2 < 2(< n I I > + < . 2 h2 >2}

2ma{c,, C2}(< RA , A, >1 + < 4 2 , I& >2).

f.4. Gausian misture measures (OMM')

Let Q --. NK (mg, Rq) and Tjr, k ak, k EK, a a0.Set Qa = Q o I

and qQ(aB) = Q.(B), B E B(K], a _0. Then, through the explicit form of

a Gaussian measure (Parthasarathy (1967) : p.179, Theorem 4.9) and Fubini's

theorem, one has that

Q& - NK(&VmQ, oARq) and qQ is a transition function on LR+ x 3[K].

Let F be a probability on B[Lt+]. A GMM is a probability of the form:

QF(B) =j q(a, B)F(do), B E O(KI

L.5. Sp/sericallp invariant meane. (SNW'.)

Q and TK,a are as in 2.4. Furthermore , N- (mQ, a2 Rq) and

4Q(a,B) = 4.(B), B 4E 8IK] , a > 0. 49 is again a transition function

and a SIM is a probability of the form:

4 (B) 0= OQ(a, B)F(da), B C D(K].

1.0. Second order properties ofl MM's and SW'

Let A be a random variable with law F. One may check that, provided EA2

exists,

i) Q hasmeanEA. mQandcovariance EA 2 .Q+VA-mq q

it) OF ha. mean mQ and covariance EA2 .-Rq.

%. . . g



Furthermore, R{(PRQ) 112 ) g ,t(?F12 with equality if and only if

mq r= it((Rtq)1/ 2 } This may be seen as follows. The square root ofr=Q OmQ

is {M'Q/V=1JiIO}{Q/VllnflK) , so that gp9 I/1is the linear

manifold generated by R(Rq)l/}) and mQ (Baker (1970) :p.6, Corollary 2;

Sytaya (1969) : p.607, Lemma 2).

4 1.7. GMM'dan~d SIM.'S on product Spaes.

Let P -Ng(iilp, Rp) and P be a probability on B1LR~. . PF and PF

are defined as in 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. Using again the explicit form of the

characteristic function of a Gaussian measure (Parthawathy (1L967) :p.,179,

Theorem 4.9), one has that:

T) (PoT" = -P'o T,,, the result begin writen Pa4,

ii0 P.1 0P 2l -Po o 4 ,the result begin written P:

The following notation shall be used:

P- -plop2  ~-~
or,$ o $' ,

. &' = l ,Rpp'+ #2p2RPP2.

Then one has also:

j)~~~ ~ P~N (a ,P4,R)

k) Pj (Bi) j P&'(Bi)F(d&t4 Bi e B[Hi),



Ikk) Pk (Bi) =0 f (Bi)F(da), Bi 6 B(HiJ

1) PF(B) :110P(B)P @ F(dx, dP), B 6: B(JJ

-x 
P

Qa (B) =(QFO a= () 0 Qa(B)F(da), B e6 9[KJ.
.4.o
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3. Equivalenee and ingularity remits

3.1. The eae of tranulates of GMM'a and SIM's

a) Let Q - NK(mQ, Rq) and RQ have the representation

Rq = Fj pei ® e-, where Rqei = piejo > 0,

the eq'm are orthonormal and L. poj< o. Set:

n

(k) = (i/n) F{< k,.i >2 IAj},
j=1

0(k) = Jim sup On (k).
n

-* Then,

i)if mq E /-'),

Qa kE6K:,(k) a2}=JkE6K : 1(k) =~}..19
.F- .

ii) if mq ! R(VR-), nothing can be generally asserted about the behaviour

of 'An.

Indeed:

i) Let Ai mq, i >j. IV"P and Xi(k) =< k - ,,, ,i >K IP.

Then:
Then: (k) =0 (k) + On (k) + O (k),

.ft.
"'4 (k) = 2(l/n) EA?.

i=1

8
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Let p =PISi®ei. Then

: : , s1 = (vr') - I ,,,,q,
es dil

so that

Since mq ( E (/",'jj(V/R )-Itjj <o, so tha o 4 <00 and

limn #k' (k) = 0.

With respect to QN, {Y(k) = AiX (k)} is a sequence of independent ran-

dom variables, each of which has mean equal to zero. Furthermore,

00VX, = aAA, so that,v.,, l, < 00.

Thus limn 'O2(k) - 0, Qa - a.*. (Neveu (1965): p.146, Proposition IV.6.1).

Finally, limn Ol(k) = a, Qa - a.e. by the law of large numbers.

ii) Let now K be 12,t i be that element of 12 which has components equal to

zero, except for the i-th, which is equal to one. A€ has components mi and

Aq f Jt( means E°'i (m?/pj) =oo. Choose for mi the value V/T.

Then Aq R(/ . However,

n n
A? =D O = logn + C + 0(1)

"-:"i= 1 i= 1

(Pisot and Zamansky (1969) • p.523), so that

limt On(k) = 0. Now (VY,/i 2 ) = a2/, which has a convergent sum, and

thus
.

-a



limin 4 (k) = 0, Qa - a.s.. So, O(k) = a 2 , Q* - 4.*.. Choose now for m,

the value fi i Since

i=1

Furthermore, limns ?43(k) = a 2 0 . Now (VY./i 2 ) = a 2 #2/#2 , which has still

a convergent sum, so that l1mn 02(k) = 0. Consequently, O(k) = a 2 (1 +g).
Finally,if mi has the value 0 < 19

o that limn 9 3(k) o. But (VYi/i 2 ) a 2 /i2-B, which is the term of a

convergent series, so that, still, limn 0, (k) = 0.

Consequently, lime, On (k) = oo, k E K.

b) Qa -L QF Or OFi .L OF implies a f j{(p?)1/2).

Indeed:

Let B e 8[K] be such that Qa (B) = Qp(B*) = 0. Define:

C = {a > 0: Qa(BO) ='fi0),C a= (a > 0: Qa(B) = 0).

C and Ca may be assumed to be measurable. Thus, since F(C) = P(C) 1,

F(C nl C.) = 1 and consequently C n Ca # 0. So there is some a for which

Qa -L Q*. Now, since Qa - NK(W&Q, a2 Rq) and

%a ~ ,NK(a + amq, a q), one must have a R(/R (Rao and

Varadarajan (1968) : p.305, Remark; p.308, Theorem 4.1; p.312, Theorem 5.1).

a) i) € ,(V/-) implies 0; L Op

10
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ii) a i and mQ e R(V/R?) imply Q'F 1L QF

Indeed:

Let Xa(k) =< k,k >x and B, = { e K : Xn(k) > en). Then:

QF(B) = fo' Qe(B,,)F(d&) and, with respect to Q*,

Xn - N(a < mQ,Ia >K,a 2 < RQ k,k >K).

Thus, for a > 0 and < RQInIkn >K O, Qa (Jn) -1-(sn), where i

the distribution fonction of a random variable which is distributed N(O, 1), and

R" = (on -a < mq,ks >K)/alIV1kn llK. Similarly, Ql(Bs) =

where

t"= (ci. - a < mQ, kn >K - < a, ka~ >K)/caIIVrWAk ,K.

So, if an can be chosen so that lima on = co and limn ti = -co, one has

Q" .L QF. For SIM's, one need only drop the a in front of < mq,kn >K.

The corresponding constants shall be denoted t and In.

The assumption mQ F A(VR/ ) implies that

< nq, ka >K /IlV/kklII

is bounded, and a # A(VrJ/) implies that kn can be so chosen that

< a, kn >K > d"- < Rqk/ k/ >K, with d. arbitrarily large and

jkI. IlK = I (Baker (1970) : p.5, Corollary 2,e)). Thus, choosing for GMM's,

c < ,k >Kr /2, and, for SIM's,

en M (< a,k >K /2)+ < uQ , ha >K,

I 11



one has limaon limas )incoo and lima. ta = limas In -

So, one is left to consider the cases a = 0 and < Rq ho., ho. >K= 0,

some n. Suppose thus that ks0 =ko is such that <RqkO, ko >Irm0. Let

X(h) =< k,ko >K- Since mq e Rt(vl/A) implies < nQ, k0 >K= 0 (Baker

(1970) : p.5S, Corollary 2,e)), X is, with respect to Qa, concentrated at 0, and,

for the safe reason, at <, ko >K > 0, with respect to Q'. In the cuse of

SIM's the respective points are < =q, ko >K and

< nQ9kO>K + < akO>K. Thum

and

QF*(X =0) = o(X =<mtQ, ko >K) = 0.

Now, if a 0, Xo., with respect to Qo is concentrated at 0, and, with respect

to Q,0 at <aqko. >K. Thus, since

< a,ko. >K >0, QO(X,>c") =0 ad QO(X > c) =1. Inthe SIM's

case, the values are, respectively,

< nqjkO >Kand< mQ,k > + < a~kn>Kqwith<mqqka >

bounded, and the same argument applies.

Remark 1: The argument used fails in the case of GMM'. for which mQ it

. In fact, if k is such that <RJqk,k 0, O syk >>0

and mQ=a, let Tobe the map To& = aa, a eLR~qand Sbe the map

Soa + 1, aELZR+. Then, QF (B) =FPoT;- 1(B) and

QW() = F@oS- 1 o T.-1 (B). Thum Q; IL QF implies F I. F oS-1 . But

the distribution fincticsofP@oS- 1 is that of Pshifted to the right by 1,

and in general, the supports ofP and P o S- overlap. This also shows that

Q;* Qp does not obtain either.

12



The argument used in proving singularity can be found in Pan ((1973): p.12)

where it is applied to the Gaussian case. Its application to SIM's induced on

WLR by real proces is to be found in Huang and Cambanis ((1979) : Part

3.). The zero mean SIM case has been addressed in Sytay ((1969) : p.508,

Theorem 1).

- d) I E {(Rq)/ and P has no ma at the origin, Q QF and

For a > 0, one has Qa a Qa andrd n a Qa (Rao and Varadarujan (168):

p.312; Theorem 5.1). For a = 0, Qa is concentrated at a and Qa at 0, 4a at

a + mQ and F at mQ, so that the assumption on P is required.

e) O, -OF implies a o6 {(P)I/2} and both QG a Qp and

im O E{(P.)'/ 2 imply a E

f) Using a) and (Skorohod (1974) : p.99, Theorem 2), one has:

i) if a and mq belong to R{(Rq)I/2}, then

[dQFh/dQFI(z) =

,,zp{[O(Z)FI im P- ' < z - mQcd >K< lei >K

i - II (v'A) - 4KlIs/21,

ii) if furthermore a belongs to A(Rq), then

[dQj/dQpj(x) e- p[0(3) - 1 < =- vO ,,MQ, R1- >K

_~~ ii {(R )"l'V- IIic/I}.

The formulae for SIM's are obtained by dropping the in front of mq.

Rmauu 2The latter can be found, for the sero mean cue, in Sytqy ((1969).

p.509, Theorem 2).

13



2.1. ON" - ,IiA mesUra OWs mSuWea gvAik a,.

podisets / n/mwrns : As Guasiws Gus

The notation is that d 23, 2.4 and 2.5. The basic assuptios i that P

NH(OP, Rp).

If I-71 >o or IP-1 > 0, PP .1, . Co ,eqnty, PO, ,

implies a 7 and 6

Indeed:

IfQ NK (mQ, R) and la-. 0> 0,,Q± Q, for then

(U,,- + T)and T =[(0r2 /p2 ) _ jLjidK,

which is not Hilbert-Schmidt (Rao and Varadanjan (1968) : p.112, Theorem

6.1). So, in case I& -y7 > 0 but 0 = 6, choose B = A x H2, with A such tha

Pa(A) = p (A*) - 0, and in case IP -61 > o also, choose

B = (Ax H2)u(H1 xC), with pj(C) =p62(00) =- , toobtain PIS(B) -

1P9(B) -0.

b) Let a, P and 7 be positive and asume P J. PO. Then P.P. and

Indeed:

Since all the measures considered are Gaussian, if the result is false, one

must have, for example, Pa a P, (Rao and Varadaraan (1968) : p.108,

Theorem 4.1). The proof consists in showing that the later implies P a PO.

Since P and P" have the same mean (2.3), one must only check that

- V (idH + S)-/i,

S Hilbert-Schmidt, self-a4oint, and such that e(S) > -1 (Rao and Varadara-

jan (1968) : p.312, Theorem 6.1) : this condition will be refaued to as the 'H-S

condition! henceforth.

14
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Since Pa, sNHr(Ap, ci2 Rp) and P' NnW(&P4, 7=2)9 J&. (2.4

and 2.7) and since it is sumed tha PaM Me , the c-S condition obtains:

'.9'

T Hilbert-Schmidt, self-adjoint, a(T) > -1. By 2.7 one has that

pI J&p -0, or, equivlently, using i),

it) p1RPpg +pl{(Rp)/2)T{(Rp) 1 /2})p = o.

Similarly, using 2.3., one has that RpO - Rp = -plRpP2 - pgRppI, so that,

from ii), one gets:

iii) Rp - Rp = p 1 { (Rtp)1/2}T{(Rp)1/2)p2 +pg{ (Rp)1/2)T{ (Rp)1/2}pl.

2.7 also yields I epP ; > <S < ,£ >/f

so that, by i),
< p , CI> _< r- < Rp.C, J>,

for some appropriate r. This, in turn, implies (Douglas (1966) : p.413, Theorem

iv) pIRp = {(RP)1/2)U{(RP)1/2)} U : H -. H bounded, self-adjoint

and >_ 0. One has similarly :

" v) pgIRppg - {(Rp)I/ }V{(Rp)AI/}, V : H M. H bounded, self-adjoint

and Z 0. The polar decomposition (Weidmann (1980) : p.197, Theorem 7.20)

now yields:

15



vi) {(Rp) 1/ 2 )p = A(Rlpp,)s/ 2, A a partial isomery withinitial set LI
which is the closure of A(IpRppIJl/2) and final set L which is the closure

of R({(IRp)1/2 IP). Similary, one has :

vii) v'UI{(Rp)/1 2 ) - B({(Rp)I/2}U{(Rp)1/2})I/2.

Hovever A A is the projection PL1- onto L1. and AAO the projection PL,.
onto L. vi) thus yields A'{(Rp) 1/)pl - (plRppl) 1/s, and, similarly, vii)

yields VvUI{(Rp)l/ 3 ) - ({(Rp) 1/2 }U{(Rp)1/2))/2. It follows then from
iv) tha At (R=)/2}pl BVU{(Rp) 1 /}, which can be rewritten as

viii) p, {(Rp)h/} 1 - {(Rp)/12 }v1XBA*.

Similarly, one has:

ix) p2{(Rp)1/2} = {(RP)112 )vVDC .

So, using viii) and ix) in iii), one has, setting T = )UBA*TCD*vIv,

x) Rp = {(Rp)/ 2 )(idH + r + t*){(Rp)1/2

One must finally show thvt u(t + f) > -1 , or, equivalently, that

and {(Rp)1/2} have the same range. Now F and r have the same

range, since

0 < mm (j92 ,Y2 )RPO :S RIO < a(927

(Douglas (196) : p.413, Theorem 1). The H-S condition due to Pa a p,

insures similarly that a& /" and have the same range. Since a/
and V/p have the same range, the H-S condition on P and PO obtains,
leading to a contradiction.

c) LetP . P and assume that the closures of R(VRpi) and ( 1 -tipp)

have infinite dimension. Then PO *a ,7 if and only if a P- (thus

otherwise Pa . P

16



%'Rmark 3: That the closure of A(VrR-p) has positive dimension means

that the range of Rp is not contained in (011 x H2 : indeed, if the dimension

is zero, the kernel of V/A; contains HI x {1, and, since Rp and V/;have

the same kernel, H I x {1 1 is contained in the orthogonal to the closure of

R(Rp), so that {01) x H2 contains the closure of R(Rp). Infinite dimension

is obtained by choosing, for example, Rp to be an injection.

Proof of c)

Assume thus that P6 a P?,. The H-S condition for PA and P7, implies

* in particular that I and R®  have identical ranges, so that there exist

positive constants, I'1 and r 2, for which

Choosing for if, PIP one gets:

orrsllRpsjll < ellReppil 1 < ah~r ik~xii .

Since there exists at least one W such IIRppIjj > 0, one has

a2r1, 5 2 < a2r , so that f - o if and only if a - 0. The same

is true for -. One may thus assume that a > 0.

Let KO be the closure of the range of the square root of J'1 J L I

be that of the range of J UI be the partial isometry with K?" as

initial set and LO as final set. Similarly, KI corresponds to JIRpJ.0 l, L! to

VRN/' Jj* and the related isometry is V1 . The polar decomposition (Weidmznan

(1980) : p.197, Theorem 7.20) yields :

.v 2( J, R 7,4 ) 1/ 2 . , -~J ur V , (* = V* )1'/ .

17



But~~ # j,~1 J' /9 Rp4, soj thjt 1 /~. i Rp4) 1 /2. Similarly,

-f__j' ori(io4)/ Sic (J~~ )/2 and (j, Rp J) 1/ 2have

the same range, (JI RpJjV/A2 =VI VR-,JA /a., and , consequently,

Let S1 = (p/o)UIVr.- Then

I S Vsi _(_pi. Similarly, S2%-Pe

Thus vIfi: M S1 Vr-.P + S2V-p 2
The H-S condition on P6 and p07can thus be rewritten, letting

b= fi2/a2 and 02 =, 2 /0 2 9

RP -b2PIRPPI - eP 2 RPPg=

which yields, after pre-and pout-multiplication by pi,

= < SjTSv*R/pt4IV-P l A>I

which becomes in turn, by continuity,

for vfATpJ' and N(Rp-Jr have the same range and JIOH1 = pjH .

Asnnme now I1- 62 96 0. Then either (Sj"TS1 )1/3 or (-Sr*TS,)1/ 2 has the

same range as the identity on LI (Douglas (1966) : p.413, Theorem 1), that
is either (Sj'OTSI 1 ' 2 or (-S"TS1 )1/ 2 has closed range. But these operators



are compact and can only have closed range if L1 has finite dimension. Thus

1- 62 = 0, that is a 8. a = 7 it obtained similarly.

S.S. Mh ca.. o/joint measures and mosawea ubiek am. products

ol maroina : tha cae of 0MM't and SIM' with -smooth mi i g.

Let F be continuous and without mas at the origin. Assume further that

np " (4'i .ThenPFIP.0 andPF1' .

Proof:

By 2.3, 4 E anRp) and 42e R(VP) . Define successively,4"4,

"" = =pll = (

. Xi() =< 3, Ii >, Y,(I) =< 1, Ii >,

OnV = (1/n) Ex2(1)9m,(s) = yj 2 (f)s
,,- i=1 i=1

#.3 -= lim sup O, (1), ,(,I) = im sup On (1).

Now, with respect to Pa, Xi has mean equa to

or Iij >=< (F4)- I M~ di, >I -

Furthermore, cov (X,, Xi) = a2 < Rpliji >- C < ,,1 >I= Ai*d.

Consequently, as in 3.1,a), 0(f) = () - a, as.. Similarly, with respect

toPD, P .and ,/(2) s , .. Let now A be the diagoona inl+L
and set B - ' )-(A). Then

I,

P(B) f P&(B)P(da) 0

19



,V - M.

and

PO(B) =jj P !(B)FOF(dP, d) =FOF(A).

We are thu left to show that F F(A) = 0. Fix an integer p and let Ap-

((Zq ) : 0 < z _< p}. Let Bi be the box centered at ([2i + 11/2n, [2i + 1)/2n)

and equal to Ji/., (i + 1)/njxji/n, (i + 1)/nj. Then Ap r 1. 0 8i, where

q =np - 1. Then

q
P F(Ap) _< {(P + 11/n) - F(fl-)}=

Si=O

< P(p) max (F([i + 1t/n) - F(i/n))
1 S<,_np

Since P i, continuous, it is uniformly continuous on [0, p] and, consequently,

limOup max {J(Pi + 11/n) - F(i/n)} = 0.

n 1SS~P

Thus F ®F(A) = F0 F(UpAp) = 0.

$.4. The w as /joint maure and measures which are produ.,

of marginal.: the coa of GMM' end SIM'. with jtnite support.

Let 0 !S a 1 < a 2 < ... < an be the support of with mas p f-O, 1[ U

ao, 1:_ i 5 n. We write Pi and PP. for, respectively, Pae and P,

a) Let i,."'",P6 and Q, ", n be probability measures on (0,A) such

that Pi -L Qy, 1 < i < m, I <. " . n. Then there exists a st A C- . such
: ~that Pi(A) =- Qj(A e) = 0, 1:5 i <_ m,J I_ < j! n.

Indeed :

For meanuresA,p and vmuchthat A.1 and \.lp, .p+v

(Ash (1972) : p.67, 2.2.5 Lemma). By induction, one obtains that

M EnLE.

pj



and A is a set such tat

(E P)(A) - (E Qi)(Ae) =0.

b) P =- P* implies PF <<Pp, but never PF a 4 whenever R(VAR-pi)
and (Rpp2g) have infinite dimension.

Indeed :

By 3.2, c), P .1. PO, 1 .5 _< ,, k _< n, j # it. Choose B inch that, for

13, Lc PI, ... 9) and

which can be done because of 3 .4,a). Then PF(B) = 0, but

P(B) == ppk > 0. Absolute continuity follows from the assumption

P a PO and 2.7.

c) if P .L P9 and al > 0, PF .AO If al = 0, neither PF .Pr, n"O

PF M=PF obtain.

Indeed :

If al =0 , Pk is concentrated at the mean, which is 1, and similarly for PO

So, if Pp(B) =o, Be {I} and P4.(Be) > p2 > 0.

" 4, > 0, from 3.2, b), we have that P E (PI,...,Pn} and

PjE{kj~k ,

are orthogonal, so that the aertion follows from 3.4,a).

d) IfPp1
Indeed:

ad ee ,*21



Pr(B) = PFO(B*) implies Pi(B) = PA(B') = 0 and then one applies 2.7.
Ss

e) If PI << PO and a >,P P®.

Indeed :

If P ) P®, P -1 P® (Rao and Varadaran (1968) : p.308, Theorem 4.1).

But, by 3.4,c), we then have P .1. PO So, if

Pp(B) = P(Be ) = , P(B e ) = o

and PF(H) = 0 which is impossible.
f) If c 1 > 0, A(V/'R-p1) and A(VI p2) have infinite dimensional range

and PF << P, there exist Borel sets Bi, 15 i!< n, such that

n
[dPF/dPP](i) = (/pI){1 - IDA)1dPi I (O).

,: i= 1

Indeed :

. For each fixed i, I < i < n, choose a Borel set Bi such that

Pi(Bi) = PO(BI) =O, 15 , ,;k < n, (,k) 96 (iq i).

This is possible because of 3.4,d), 3.2,c) and 3.4,&) successively. From 2.7, we

furthermore have

''S

Pi - Pi, < i n. Let thus

" i=1

Then, for BE B[,HJ

f AdPo -i AdPP.
i=j=1

22
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But

Now, P.(BO) = 0, except possibly when i = j = k. Thus, for i ,

fE AdPOJ = 0.

Furthermore,

JB - ( BrIB IS Ss

:.<"= (1lpi)Pi(B n Bif) =(Ipi)(B).

Consequently,

f" A-O Epi(I1/pi)Pi(B) = PF(B).

Remark 4: The case of PF and PF is treated in the exact same way so that

in a)-f), one may replace PF and PF by, respectively, PF and .®

.
a,...

23
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4. Average nmtuai 3tormatba

4.1. Calculation of mUtud isnormation in ths CaO of -4

If Q is any probability measure on B[I], Q® the product of the marginals

of Q, one has that the average mutual information of Q is given, provided

Q << QO, by the formula I(Q) = fS log(dQ/dQ®]dQ. The entropy of F is

the quantity H(F) = - p = logpi. One has:

under the assumptions of 3.4,f), and the assumption vlp 6 A(V/E),

,3 I(Pr) = I(P) + H(P)

s) I(PF)= I(P) + H(F)

Indeed:

Let ti be the eigenvector of Rp associated with the eigenvalue pi. Let also

ft

on (9) -- (11) {< , > 2 1 I imm up 1(i)
/=1 n

and A,- = -(a?), 1 _ i <_ n. As in 3.1,a)

Pi(Aj) = 1, P(Ai)f=0 fi 0 , €1 < i, j: n,.

One may thus assume that dPi/dP. is zero outside of A. Consequently,

flog[dPF/dP0]dPF = pi l lOg[dPF/d4jdP ,
i=1

'/H lg((lpi)[I/ddPi.1d';,

- logpi + I(1').
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But, because of Lemma 4 in (Baker (1978) : p. 7 6), 1(Pi) = I(P). Consequently

I(PF) = Fpi-logpi + 1(P)) = I(P) + H(F).
-"" i=l

4.2. The wee of a more general miring function

Every measure on the Borel sets of a separable metric space can be weakly

approximated by a measure whose support is a finite number of points (Partha

rasarathy (1967) p.44, Theorem 6.3). One may thus try to use 4.1 to obtain

bounds for the case of a mixing F which does not have finite support.

i) Let B = {96H: t1- ll < } and I= {t:t9 SB},EB. ThenIis

an open interval.

Indeed :

Suppose t1 E I, t2 E and tj < t < t2 . Let A = (t 2 - t)/(t 2 - t l ) and

1 - A = (t - tj)(t2 - tl). Then t = At, + (I - A)t 2 and

1ith - all = II[At, + (1 - ))t 2]4 - all -- AlltA - all + (1 - A)11t29 - all < a,

so that I is an interval. Let now t E and a - - lltl- I. Then, for

il °0 < R/ll9li, il(t' 8 )9- all <5 litk- all +8olI9il <a ,

so that I is open and contains points other that 1.

b) Suppose Fn converges weakly to F, that QF, (B) = foo QF(B)Fn(da)

and that QF(B) = fo Qa(B)F(da), B E B(K). Then QF, converges weakly

to QF .

Indeed:

Let

g(i) f110 I9 (a#)F(da)

25



and
f00

o(1)= 1  ID (ci)Fn dz).

Then

Qpv(B) =IK ,QZ)p(dgi)

and

QF. (B) =IK Oft(A)PAd~.

Let B be open it is a union of open balls, so that, 1 8I(a) as a function

of a, is the indicator of an open set on the real line. Consequently, by weak

convergence

9, nfo

and thus, by Fatou's lemma,

c) Let the assumptions of 4.1 hold for P and F.,, where F,, is a.sequence of

probabilities with finite support converging to F weakly.

Then

1 (PF) :5 lim inf H(F6) + 1(P),
ft

since I is lower semi-continuous for weak convergence (Bretagnolle (1979)

p.36, 2.3).
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